Boxed Set: The Rosa Legacy Series

THE ROSA LEGACY SERIESThe Rosa Legacy started with the idea of a traditional Italian
mother who wanted her only daughter happily married. Three women emigrated from Italy as
young girls and each went off to create a dynamic and successful family. Each of the sisters
had an only daughter and they made sure the girls spent time together.RUTHLESS
PERFECTION, Book 1Carla Rosa married into the Neri family with a long history in the
Carrara marble industry. Her daughter becomes a filmmaker.Isabel Neri grew up surrounded
by stories from the marble quarries in Italy. Now that she is a filmmaker, shes fixated on
producing a documentary to honor the old way of life. Needing access to a quarry in Carrara,
she uses her familys connections to secure an interview with Marc Santoro. Instant attraction
sparks between them, but her determination to produce the film drives regret and bitterness
about the past into his soul.Â Marc Santoro is a highly regarded designer with a string of
prestigious projects and a long list of clients. He refuses to dwell on his familys tragic past,
and doesnt allow anyone to get close to him. Â Instead, he relentlessly moves forward to
conquer new challenges. When Isabel comes to him with a proposal, hes reluctant to agree.
But her tenacity and talent win him over. Â As their desire sparks out of control, Isabel is
forced to come to terms with her own painful past, threatening their burgeoning
relationship.THE EXILED JEWELER, Book 2Francesca Rosa married into the Berceto family
with a long history in the jewelry making business.Â Billionaire Alex Armanti owns a wildly
successful auction house in Los Angeles and his handsome looks along with his business
savvy and Â discretion encourage a celebrity status among the rich and famous in California.
Â Four years before, Emilia Bercetos beauty captured Alexs attention when she attended a
gala at his mansion in Los Angeles. Images secretly captured of her partially nude were
released to the tabloids and her overly protective family sent her far away. But Alex never
forgot the beautiful jewelry designer Â and buried his feelings for her behind his rigorous
work ethic.Â Now, Emilia continues to live a secluded life designing custom jewelry for the
wealthy until her familys jewelry empire falls into bankruptcy. There are rumors Alex
Â intends to purchase the family owned business for a fraction of the value. When shes
reunited with Alex, there is an incredible passion that still simmers between them. With her
familys business at stake, she must choose between their insatiable attraction and keeping her
legacy. THE CONVENIENT WEDDING, Book 3Marie Rosa married into the prominent
Montgomery family. Her only daughter decides to launch her own public relations firm and
moves back east. Lucia Montgomery is from a powerful political family in Connecticut and
desperately wants to shed her reputation as a jilted bride. Â At a gala, she meets a handsome
candidate in a contested congressional race, Anderson Adams, and theres an instant attraction
between them. Anderson has everything going for him as a candidate - he is a brilliant
architect, a powerful speaker, and is committed to winning the race.Â Lucia is Â reluctant to
get involved with Anderson until he convinces her that they could spend a spontaneous
evening out without the press hounding their every move. But the next morning, Lucia causes
a media frenzy when a photographer captures images of them together. They are immediately
catapulted into a media firestorm that neither of them wanted. With the powerful attraction
simmering between them, they will need to work together to find a way out.Anderson
persuades her to play along with a pretend engagement then an actual wedding to save her
reputation and his campaign. During the campaign, their feelings for each other grow, but will
political aspirations and family pressures prevent them from recognizing their love for each
other?
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Over the last 12 months, we at Sony Legacy have been proud to assemble some truly
comprehensive compendiums of the most innovative and. The Darkest Minds Series Boxed
Set Minds seriesâ€”The Darkest Minds, Never Fade, In the Afterlight, and Through the
Darkâ€”are now available in one thrilling paperback boxed set. The Darkest Legacy Don't
Date Rosa Santos cover.
Fantagraphics is proud to present the fifth and final boxed set in The Don Rosa Library,
collecting Vol. 9 and Vol. 10! Each set includes a custom hardcover. Uncle Scrooge and
Donald Duck: The Son of the Sun (The Don Rosa Library, #1) , Uncle Scrooge and In this box
set, Scrooge McDuck searches for a lo.
The New York Times bestselling series is now available in a box set! And now you can buy
the first fourâ€”Abraham Lincoln, Amelia Earhart, Rosa Parks, and Albert This is our history
and, I hope, our greatest legacy.â€•.
Limited edition box set featuring Nick Mason's Fictitious Sports, Profiles, and .. On Friday
24th March , Pink Floyd will release a series of book-bound. Fortunately, there many book
series featuring Mighty Girl characters, and, Activists, featuring Harriet Tubman, Rosa Parks,
Gloria Steinem and Malala .. For another box set from this series, check out the Women in Art
Boxed Gift Set. .. her true heritage, she's off on a series of underwater adventures!. The New
York Times bestselling series is now available in a box set! And now you can buy the first
fourâ€”Abraham Lincoln, Amelia Earhart, Rosa Parks, and Albert Einsteinâ€”together in a
This is our history and, I hope, our greatest legacy. The set was released on November 16, , in
the US and includes four discs The box-set is available in a deluxe edition featuring eight inch
vinyl LPs. My Diary (Rosa Lee Brooks), . Mixed at Legacy Studios, New York City.
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